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NOTE ON THE SOLUTION OF THE POTHENOT 
PROBLEM IN SPACE
(APPLICATION TO THE RESTITUTION OF AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS)
by
M. H. ROUSSILHE, I n g e n ie u r  H y d r o g r a p h e  e n  Ch ef  
of  t h e  F r e n c h  N a v y .
In practical geodesy, the French method, called the "approximate point 
method” (or "des Ingénieurs Hydrographes”), is characterized by the following 
procedure :—
i°  First, with the aid of graphical construction and appropriate instru­
ments, we determine an approximate position of the point to be fixed.
2° Then we compute, with relation to the approximate position, the 
determining factors (distance and direction) of the various geometric loci which 
serve for the determination of the point (intersecting sighting lines and tan­
gents to the arc of the segments containing the angles).
3° Finally a large scale diagram is prepared giving the exact location of 
the geometric loci as determined by observations and a mean point is chosen 
by eye — or else by means of a graphical construction corresponding to the 
method of least squares (barycentre of perpendiculars to each locus), or finally, 
by calculation (a procedure which is rather long and which, generally, does not 
improve the result obtained by the graphic method).
I shall show that we can follow exactly the same procedure in fixing the 
point 5 from which an aerial photograph is taken : it is an analogy in space 
to the P o th en o t  problem (three-point problem) in a plane.
Geometrically, the locus of two control marks of restitution correspond to 
a torus, generated by the segment of the circle containing the angle determined 
by the focus F  of the photographic objective and the two images of the 
control marks on the negative.
If three points of control are available it is necessary in fixing the points 
to construct or calculate the points common to three toruses.
By a method analogous to that for determining a line of position in 
astronomical navigation, we determine first (to about the ist order) an 
approximate position Sa in space ; then for each of the toruses, an approxi­
mation point located exactly on the surface ; for which point the plane tangent 
to the torus under consideration may easily be defined.
The three similar tangent planes therefore form a triangular pyramid of 
which the apex (with an approximation of about the 2nd order) is the point S  
which is sought.
In order to obtain the resection by means of an easy geometric construc­
tion, we intersect the pyramid with two parallel horizontal planes close to 
each other. The triangles are then homothetic and the centre of homotheticity 
is the point sought.
This graphic method is rapid and simple and moreover, it permits us to 
use more than threee toruses since generally there are at least four restitution 
control marks.
When the degree of approximation of the result is insufficient the data 
already calculated permit a second rapid approximation to be made.
In fact, in the problem of restitution of aerial photographs there are three 
unknown quantities, the plane coordinates x, y, and the altitude z of the optical 
centre 5 of the objective. This complication, however, is not new and existed 
previously in the well-known topographic problem : to fix the point by bearings 
and orient the station. In this case there are in fact three unknown quantities; 
the coordinates of the point of observation and the error in the initial orientation.
However, the solution follows rapidly from a consideration of the two 
homothetic figures and the position of the containing segments. This simi­
larity of the two questions has led me to believe for some time that the three- 
point problem in space might be solved in the same manner and that, in 
consequence, as far as the solution by calculation is concerned, it might be 
reduced to a simple problem in a plane.
Accordingly I shall analyse the special conditions for the determination of 
a point of approximation, the formulae for calculating the geometric loci, the 
construction of the compensating diagram, permitting the best employment of 
an abundant number of measurements of which the best may be selected and 
the accuracy of the result obtained.
I. A P P R O X IM A T E  SOLUTION.
Given an aerial photograph P, taken with an objective of focal length f, 
and assumed to give an exact geometric perspective of the conformal image of 
the plane of the ground (C on the scale E ; See Fig. i), the restitution consists 
in determining a plane R i and the point of view 5,, such that the perspec­
tive of P  on the plane R ] shall be identical with the original figure C.
The problem admits of an infinite number of solutions; the planes i?, are 
various positions of the plane C when turned about the straight line D :— the 
intersection of P  and C. The view point S, describes a circle with a centre h 
and radius h S :— h being the limiting straight line of plane P  (horizon of S  if 
the plane C itself is horizontal).
I have shown (*) how the problem may be solved by placing a photogra­
phic objective, suitably corrected to act as a thin lens at 5,. The essential 
conditions are:—
(*) Oomptes-rendus de PAcad6mie des Sciences, Paris, 17th Maroh, 1922.
a) The principal plane of the objective must pass through the straight 
line D, the principal optical axis is therefore tilted through the angle (jl, with 
respect to the axis of perspective co 5, 0, defined by the centre of the plate co 
and the optical centre of the objective S,.
b) The useful aperture of the objective is reduced to half (about f/n  for 
the usual 0.50 m. apparatus) in such a manner as to increase the depth of the 
field without increasing the curvature (image absolutely sharp).
c) The objective gives magnification K  defined by
1.5 <  K  < 3
in such a manner as to preserve the sharpness of the enlarged images (K  < 3 )  
and to obtain a constant value for the focal length 9 which is given by
—----h ——r- =  and to be able to neglect the interval between the nodal
P P 9
points in view of the depth of the field (K  >  1.5).
Under these conditions there are still an infinite number of optical solu­
tions characterized this time by the focal length <p of the transforming objec­
tive.
An easy solution which permits the employment of series objectives and 
gives an adequate correction for the residual deformation by distortion, consists 
of taking 9 =  /, thus using for the transformation the same objective em­
ployed in taking the photograph.
Simple formulae may be employed for calculating all of the data for resti­
tution, given :—
/ =  the focal length of the objective used for taking the view.
(p =  the focal length of the objective used for restitution.
i =  the inclination of the negative P  to the plane C.
E  =  scale of construction.
A  =  altitude of the position S.
V — foot of the vertical from S.
y  =  orientation of the horizontal lines of the negative.
In practice, however, we know only the focal lengths / and cp, and the 
centre of the plate.
The other conditions are unknown and must be determined: that consti­
tutes actually the three-point problem in space.
These unknown conditions are replaced by three controls of restitution and 
the settings of the transformation apparatus as diagrammed in Fig. i, are 
adjusted in such a manner that the perspective images of the controls on the 
negative coincide on the plane R l with the geodetic positions of the control 
points in this plane.
The angles a and a ’ of the planes P  and R } with the axis of the pers­
pective co 5, are conjugated as well as the lengths p and p’. Certain dia­
grams make it possible to obtain the correct position for establishing coinci­
dence by successive approximations, the entire difficulty being the determination 
of the orientation of the negative in its plane. (Tne horizontal lines of the 
negative must always be perpendicular in space to the plane of Figure i).
Finally, we readily obtain :—
a) a transformation of the negative — photographic proof on a solid 
back — identical with the initial figure C if the terrain is horizontal, i. e. if 
the images on the negative are not deformed as a result of relief.
b) the length OV defining the foot V  of the perpendicular from S, the 
altitude of flight A, the inclination i of the negative and the orientation 0 of 
the line O V ; in other words all the initial conditions defining the position of 
the negative in space.
Special diagrams in connection with the apparatus permit the solving of 
the problem in less than half an hour with a degree of accuracy which will be 
discussed later.
II. R E S T IT U T IO N  OF A T H R E E  D IM E N S IO N A L  S P A C E .
The factors A  and V  are indispensable for the correct restitution of the 
original negative when the control points of restitution M  are located at 
different altitudes and if, as is usually the case, the terrain is broken.
In fact, in order to obtain the correct perspective in the plane R v it is 
necessary to replace the geodetic positions M 0 of the control points in space 
by their conical perspective M, on the plane i?, ; the point 5, being the 
centre of the perspective. (See Figure 2).
Calling h the height of the point M  above a given horizontal plane of 
altitude H0 (that of the control at the lowest altitude).
D
the approximate altitude of S 
tentative transformation; 
the distance V0 M 0 :—
deduced from the primary
the inverse correction for altitude c’ =  M0 M, is given by
U
c' =  h
A q-  h
direction F 0 M Q if h >  o.This is laid off on the vector V0 M 0 in the 
Conversely, to every point iV, of the perspective transformation corresponds 
a point N 0 — correctly restituted — obtained by applying the direct correction 
for altitude c to the point N } :
e = * ’ — 2 —
h' being the height of the point N, D being the distance V0 N v This time 
the correction c is applied in the direction N x VQ if h >> o.
The proper transformation of the negative necessitates therefore the knowledge 
of the coordinates and the altitudes of the restitution controls, as well as the 
knowledge of the coordinates and of the altitude of the point S.
As for the restitution proper of the negative, two cases are possible :—
a) if the altitudes h of the detailed positions are known, the transforma­
tion is distorted by the application of the corrections c to the points of this 
transformation.
b) if the shape of the relief is unknown, we then combine, in at least 
two of the transformations covering the same zone, the vectors V0 N lt 
V ’qN ’v etc., which are none other than the azimuthal traces of the vertical 
planes S V N , S V ’N , etc. Otherwise stated, and precisely as in ordinary topo­
graphy, the position of station S  is determined by the solution of the 3  point 
problem (bearings to known points) — the planimetry of the terrain is cons­
tructed by the method of intersections; the height sbeing given by calculation:
h’ =  c ------4 r—  =  o' A '°
D D ....
Finally, the complete restitution is effected in two stages :—
i°  the transformation proper or, “automatic perspective”.
2° the corrections for altitude altering the so-called transformation in the 
proper “restitution” (a work of calculation and draughting).
It is possible however to render the second stage of the restitution equally 
automatic in so far as pertains to the points of control and, consequently, to 
simplify the correct work of tranformation for broken terrain.
Let us return to diagram of Figure i.
The initial data of the negative being supposedly known to start with, the 
length and angles which correspond to the geometric transformation are, 
taking a — A E :—
a +  / cos i
P =  <P 
P’ =<P
a -f  / cos i 
f cos i
P2~ f 2 ,cos a =  — ----- —  tang i
2 -pf
f  +  P  ■ ■cos a =  —-——7—  sin i
2 f f
Conversely, if we assume the horizontal lines of the negative to be conve­
niently oriented and if, after the controls and their images have been brought 
into coincidence, we measure, p, p\  a and a ’
cos i = sm a
sm a
__ p' — 9 f cos i 
9 E
0 V _  p' — <p / sin i
These inverse equations, translated into diagrams, permit the rapid deter­
mination of the unknown quantities, i, A and OV, or at least their approxi­
mate values.
Solving the triangle S, F, 0,, we have:—
F ,  =  tz —  a  
V, S, =  o' =  a t
f
These new properties of the perspectives may then be translated in the follo­
wing manner:—
“When the plane of the perspective revolves about the axis of homo- 
theticity D the quadrilateral co S, F, D is distorted in such a manner that
5 F
the angles <o and F, remain unchanged and that the ratio — L remains cons­
tant”. 5 i “
Consequently, in the correct restitution of a three-dimensional space — 
defined as a plan in relief of which the altitudes are normally computed from 
the plane C of the initial chart — all occurs as though the restituted relief 
were both canted and amplified.
Assume then (See Figure 3) that N 0 N } be the transformation of the 
points M 0 My and N  be the conical perspective of JV,f such that N 0 N  be 
parallel to F, 5,.
0
ft
The line N 0 N  makes with the plane 2?, (therefore with its line of maxi­
mum inclination N 0 g parallel to F, D) an angle equal to a, which is cons­
tant for all points of the same transformation.
The transformed altitude N 0N  — h’ is given by
h’ c c h
a’ =  F, IV, =  VM q =  a
Therefore
,  . 1. P
The point N  is the correct representation in the restituted space of the point M 
in the initial space.
It is easy actually to achieve this representation. In the plane N N Q g, 
the normal and tangential components to the transformed altitude h’ are
Px — n N  =  h —-—  cos a 
p
y = N 0 n =  h —-— sin a 
t
These may be calculated with the aid of a simple diagram and with an 
accuracy which is adequate when the relative altitudes h are known and suffi­
ciently close values of p and a : the latter may be obtained, for instance, by 
making a primary approximation to the transformation, neglecting the altitudes h 
at the start.
Let us conceive a pylon (See Fig. 3 and 4) comprising a centre located at 
the geodetic point N 0, one arm N 0 n perpendicular to the plane R ] and 
graduated in millimetres, a tangential nN  also graduated in millimetres, 
placed at a distance y from the plane R u by means of a slide.
Fig. 4
At the extremity of the tangential arm an index N , placed with the aid 
of a second slide at a distance x from the perpendicular arm.
Finally a lever with a roller, fixed to the centre N 0, is weighted in such 
a manner that it is automatically maintained in the direction N 0 g of the 
maximum inclination to the plane R } (the axis of perspective of the trans­
formation apparatus <oS, is placed horizontally).
When making the methodical search for the correct position of transforma­
tion, the focus is first adjusted at the centre and the approximate values of p 
and p ' are deduced, knowing / and 9 on one hand and the approximate 
values of A  and OV, on the other hand.
Then the planes P  and i?, are securely adjusted to their conjugate posi­
tions with the aid of the diagram
sin a ’
cos i = — :------
sm a
(the angle i  being approximately known).
The subsequent setting and repeated trials are for the purpose of metho­
dically determining the optimum orientation of the negative in its plane i. e. 
turning the negative in its own plane (by a device especially provided in the 
R o u ssilh e  apparatus), and correlatively causing the system of the controls to be 
turned in the plane R x — then following the deformations of the image pro­
jected on the plane jRt.
If all of the restitution control marks (except that at the lowest level) are 
provided with altitude pylons — set according to the provisional values of p
and a — the positions N ’, N ” ......  materialized by the indexes of these
pylons will then automatically represent the restituted space, and it will 
suffice to bring into coincidence the optical images of the controls with the 
point M  on the one hand and the indices N \  N ” ......  on the other.
These settings are made in a methodical manner by varying independently 
the angle a ’ (and therefore a) and the orientation y  of the negative in its 
plane; and in each case bringing about exact coincidence of the image of 
the 2 controls with the two corresponding indices. We then obtain, for the 
image of the control M  (without pylon) the characteristic curves between which 
it will suffice to interpolate in order to determine the manner in which the 
apparatus should be wedged up in its correct position.
With the aid of these contrivances we may obtain a very close approxi­
mation of the position 5 in about one hour ;  after which a second approxi­
mation of the transformation is made either by readjusting the settings of the 
pylons, or by working without them and by making the inverse corrections to 
altitude on the three controls (by calculation and graphically).
Finally, we may obtain m less than two hours a photographic proof of the 
transformation and the initial conditions of the resection, to the following
approximations (experimental results for the negatives of about ^ taken
at 2,400 metres with an objective of 0.50 metres and restituted at -------- )  :
2,000 /
15 to 20’ for the inclinations 1
3 to 7m for the position V ! variables dependent on inclination i.
2 to 3m for the altitude A ]
N o te  : The graphic approximations :
1-5 %  to 3.0 %  for V,
1.0 %  to 1.5 %  for A, 
remain very nearly constant regardless of the scale of the negatives provided 
one works with the same coefficient of magnification (K  =  2.4 about).
The interest displayed in the completed mechanism for the restitution in 
relief shows the utility of the contrivances employed in the construction of the 
transformation apparatus of the R o u s sil h e  type. The axis of perspective <0 
S, O, is placed horizontally and there results, for negatives inclined to the hori­
zontal up to 30° and more, values of oC comprised between 90° and 56°.
Under these conditions the altitude columns (pylons) function to the best 
advantage possible.
The restitution apparatus recently constructed in Ge r m a n y  on similar 
principles has the axis of perspective placed vertically. This arrangement does 
not allow the automatic restitution by means of the columns.
For the rest, effort has been made in the various restitution apparatus to 
keep the plane 2?, rigorously horizontal with the idea of producing a graphical 
mechanism for automatically tracing the plan. In that case it is necessary 
to make the combined negative-objective system movable (which involves com­
plications) and to adjust the focal length of thé objective to preserve the 
sharpness of the transformed image — the geometric position of the negative 
remaining exactly the same as that occupied in the initial space. It is not 
certain, in such cases, if the employment of special lenses to adjust the focal 
length might not result in a material alteration in the functioning of the entire 
optical system.
III. E L IM IN A T IO N  OF U N S U IT A B L E  SOLUTIONS.
The problem of the restitution on three control marks leads geometrically 
to a known problem, namely,
"to fit a triangle, the lengths of whose sides are given, on a given
trihedral pyramid.”
The solution is obtained directly by developping the trihedral SA B C  along 
one of its faces (See Fig. 5) and constructing a curve of errors.
Sa and Sa’ being the developments of the edge SA, we lay off on these 
two vectors two lengths equal to S j  and S j ’, for example :—
With the point ?  as a centre, describe a circle of radius CA. We then 
obtain on Sc two points 7, and 72. With these two points as centres, des­
cribe two circles of radius BC. The circle with centre 7 (on 5a) intersects the 
two circles 7, and 72 in 4 points : I, m. n, p.
The curve thus drawn is a curve of the 8th degree, but it is also sym­
metrical with respect to 5 ; it intersects therefore the vector Sb in 4 points 
(1, 2, 3, 4) (which may be real as is the case in Fig. 5).
These are the solutions of the direct transformation ; the four symmetrical 
solutions with respect to S will give an inverted triangle ABC.
M. d e  V a n s s a y , Ingénieur Hydrographe Général (*) has shown that the 
problem may be solved algebraically by calculating the roots of the equation 
of the 4th degree.
Finally when we transform the negative on three control points only we 
are given the choice of 4 possible solutions.
^  If, however, we know a priori one of the edges S^4, SB, SC (the greatest 
one for example), the ambiguity is then reduced to 2 possible solutions, defi­
ned by the classification of the lengths 5^ 4 and SB  :
SC >  SA >  SB  
SC >  SB  >  SA
(*) Hydrographic Review, VoL IV. N° 2.
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(The greatest of these edges will be determined, for example, if we know 
approximately the relative positions of the controls A B C  and of the point V, 
which is the foot of the perpendicular from S).
Consequently, if we know, for example after a rapid transformation with 
the R o ussilhe  apparatus, the order of classification of the lengths SA, SB, 
SC, we may directly eliminate the three unsuitable solutions.
If we know definitely only the greatest (or the least) of the lengths 5 4^, 
SB, SC, then two solutions are possible. The ambiguity is removed by using 
a fourth point of control D — the admissible solution then being the only one 
which will be common to the two transformations relating to the groups ABC, 
ABD, for example.
The transformation of the negative being effected for instance on the 
base A B C  (S 4^ being the longest side), of two possibilities, we have :—
i°  The 4th control will be found in exact coincidence — in which case 
the solution is good.
2° The 4th coincidence is not realised: in which case the negative is 
displaced in its plane, and correlatively the plan in the plane R v in such 
a manner as to permute the order of magnitude of the sides SB, SC. We 
then recommence the methodical search for bringing about coincidence.
IV. TH E C A LC U LA T IO N  OF T H E R ESEC T IO N  S I N  SP A C E.
I shall follow the identical procedure given at the beginning of this 
article.
a) O b se r v e d  a n g l e .
Knowing the coordinates xx, yi and xk, yk of two controls mi and 
of the negative, with relation to the two diametrical axes of the plate (see 
Figure 7), we calculate the angle S^ defined by the optical centre 5 of the 
objective.
Fig. 6
X,
Fig. 7
Vi
cos <pj sin (pj
/ i;
cos tj/. sin
1
1 ^
cos viV sin viV
=  d:
=  Pi
tang (■Pi —  Pi) (A t  — Pi.) 
K  (At“  A )
The calculation does not present any special difficulty; but it cannot be 
avoided without using a more or less complicated instrument for the direct 
measurement of the angles Sik.
b) Ca l c u l a t e d  an g l e  {See Figure 8).
We may calculate equally the angle M i M v, defined by the ground 
controls M v, and by the approximation of the position 5, the point of 
resection in space. This position is given, for example, by the transformation 
apparatus.
In order to facilitate the calculation, we shall first make the corrections 
for altitude.
Let XYh.x represent the coordinates of M. 
and X { Y p  » » » of the conical perspective of M i
seen from Sa and on the plane z =  0.
The equations of the straight line SaMiN i give:—
k
X - X  =  ( X - r K
A . —  h,
A_ —  h
This accomplished, we compute successively
^ - a o y ;- p 0
cos Xj 
D:
sin Xj 
A .
cos Vi
cos Va
sin (Xj
sin Va. ¡k¡k ° ‘" t' r  ik 
2 P ik =  +  ^k +  Ak
tang S \  = Rk)
l \  ( P f i - D J
Whence the difference (with its sign and expressed in seconds) 
¿ S a - S . - S ’,,
c) A rc  of seg m en t  co n tain in g  t h e  angl,e .
In the plane of the face SaN iN k (which is only approximately the face
of the photographic polyhedral), we know two points on the true arc
of the segment containing the angle described about N {N k as a base: 
these are the intersections of the arc with the edges StN  and Sa2Vk.
In fact, if d is small (See Figure 9) we have:—
S. Ti Rv
d Sfr sin 1 ”  sin Sik
Let X , Y , Z  be the coordinates of the point Tv We have:—  
X - a .  y - p „  Z - A .  S , T { Rk d S ^ s i n i -
^ - a .  y s- p 0 - A .  R R. si» S .A
From which we obtain for the coordinates of the point T  :
* _ a 0 = ( X - a 0)
m  < y - p . - w - w
z  ~ A =  — A.
R, d 5ilc sin 1 ”
sin
d 5;Ic sin 1 ”
R i i iteSi.■sinm Si
d Silc sin 1 ”
& sin S*
We obtain immediately the coordinates of T  by permuting i  and k ;
However, in space, the arc of the segment containing the angle 5ilc gene­
rates a torus and, in the region adjacent to the point Sa, the plane tangent 
to this surface is defined (to about the 1st order) by the normals T J '^ t o  
the plane: Sa2V.IVk.
The equation of this plane is :
ZX  — a0 
X L —  X,
r - P . 
r . - P .
A
A.
That is :
I [X  -  ac) +  m ( Y  -  (30) +  « (Z -  A J  =  o
with : —
/ m n
Returning to the notations above, we have then :
I m n
ik — A_ cos V;l Di sin (F ik — ¡^)
The perpendiculars to the plane SmN.tN k dropped from Tv correspond to the 
equations (X ’ Y ’Z ’ being the coordinates)
X ’ — X Y ’ Z ’
A a sin Vik — A o cos Vik Dik sin (Filt — Xj)
The two corresponding perpendiculars define the plane 11^  tangent to the torus 
generated by the arc of the segment containing the angle S^.
d) L a r g e  sca le  g r a p h .
Let us pass a horizontal altitude plane
A ' = A n +  dA’O O '
The perpendicular from T{ is intersected at a point U’i (X ’.t Y*. Z ’¡) defined
by :
X ’.. - X
A n sin V,¡k
Y 'j—  Y  
— A , cos V»
A n +  dA'
Substituting for X Y Z  its values (equations T.) we obtain :
Y \ ~  P .  =
— a0 +
r * -  [3o
AI sin F„
Di8in(VA— Xi)
A\ cos Fik 
¿ > i S t n ( V ik —  X i )
Bk sin 1 ’
Bi sin Sik 
£ k sin 1 ”
i?i sin Sik
d Sik +
d S:,
A 0 sin Fik
2>i sin ( Fik — Xi)
A0 Fik 
D^sin (Fik-  Xi)
dA’
Finally, the coordinates of the characteristic points U’it U \, defining the trace 
A ’ik on the altitude plane A ’ =  A 0 +  dA* of the plane 11^  tangent to the torus 
defined by the controls i  and k, are given by :—
i X'j — ocD =  I ’. +  M ’.
U\ Y ’i — a0 =  N ’i dSik +  P \ dA’
( Z 'x — A 0 =  dA’
X ’k- a 0 = L \  dSik +  M \  dA’
U \ l  Y \  — [>0 — N ’kdSik +  P \  dA'
Z \ - A 0 — dA’
with the notations :
' *1 =  X i~ ~ (X-o +
A\ sin ViV
A q sin F ik
Z>j sin (Fik -X.)
cos F ik 
D,sin (Fik — Xj)
A\ cos F.
G k - y k- P . +  0 ,kA  sin (Fik — A.)
(It is unnecessary to permute i and k in these last terms:—
D. sin (Fik — XJ = — Dv sin (Fk; — Xk) height of the triangle V N . N )^.
j  > _  p. Ri s i n l ”
1 R{ sin Sik
I \ = F .  ÄSi M I”
k k Rk sin Sfo 
R v sin 1 ”
N \  =  Gj
^  _  Gl
R^stnSfr
sw Filc
D{ sin (Fik— X;)
P ’; = P ’k = C0S i^k
A  (F;k — Xj)
These coefficients may be calculated, or may be determined partly from the 
diagram of the restitution controls
R e m a r k s . If the angle ¿ S ;k is small, the points U ,i and U \  are very 
close togethers: by multiplying the difference (Z ’k — X\) and (Y ’k — Y*.) by 
a suitable coefficient, we may always trace the straight line A ’ik fixing one 
point, U ’t for example, and using the directional parameters.
For the second altitude, since
A ” = A 0 +  d A "
does not differ from A ’ except by a round number of metres, m for example, 
we obtain two other characteristic points U '\, of which the coordinates 
do not differ from the first except by the quantities :—
( tnM’• 
m F.t
\ m
tlie calctilation of which is easy.
Finally we draw on the diagram the straight lines A ’ and A ” to a conve­
nient scale, for example 1/200.
The two diagrams obtained are then homothetic: if the differences dS& 
are small and considered as being of the first order, the centre of homoteticity 
of the two diagrams is the true point 5, to about the second order.
But we may consider, however, the true point as the intersection of the 
planes IT tangent to the toruses, or as the intersection of the straight lines 
common to those planes, in pairs; the horizontal projections of these straight 
lines are easy to construct.
Let us superpose these two diagrams on their common origin V0 (See 
Figure 10).
The point p’, the intersection of the straight lines A ’ik and A ’kl, is the 
projection of a point in the straight line I  common to the planes ITik and 
n kl. The point p”  the intersection of the straight lines A ” ;k and  ^A ” kl, 
is equally on the straight line I.
It suffices therefore to join the homologous points in the two homothetic 
diagrams and to take the mean point of the straight lines I  thus obtained.
If 4 restitution controls are avaiblable, we then actually measure in fact
6 arcs subtending the angle. We obtain then 15 straight lines I  converging 3 
and 3. (ik, kl, il) (an excellent check). ; .
The point V  being selected, we take from the diagram the distances X’ 
and X” to the two homologous straight lines A ' A ” .
A —  A ’ A ’’ — A A ”  — A ’
X  ~  X”  ~  X' +  X”
From which :
A . A -  +  ( 4 " - A ’) r ^ ;
We thus obtain as many values for the altitude as there are couples A* A ” 
(6 in the case of four controls).
e) T h e  P r a c t ic a l  Ca l c u la t io n .
We shall determine serially (using logarithms to 6 decimal places and 
tables of trigonometric functions in degrees, or a calculating machine and 
table of natural values of trigonometric functions in grades) (circumference of 
circle divided into 100 parts) :
1) value of d, <p, p, and 5
2) The values of D, X, R, [X and S \  whence dS.
3) The coefficients F G L M N P
4) The coordinates of the characteristic points.
We then have to complete the diagram, calculating the mean error of the 
point selected, the altitude and its mean error.
The complete calculation for the 6 arcs of the circumscribed circle may 
then be effected in from 5 to 6 hours, especially if one employs a calculating 
machine.
N o te  : In principle, if the point of departure is not sufficiently clo­
sely chosen, it is necessary to make a second approximation by calculation.
Practically, if we start from a point Sa determined by automatic trans­
formation with the R o u s s il h e  apparatus, a second calculation will always be 
unnecessary.
V. A C C U R A C Y  OF TH E R ESU L T .
First case. In the present state of manufacture of the instantaneous, 
(snop-shot) ortho-chromatic plates employed for aerial photography, the coor­
dinates of the restitution controls can hardly be determined on the negative
closer than —^ -th of a millimetre; all contrivances for more accurate measu- 20
rement, such as that used for terrestrial metro-photography for the slow expo­
sure plates, give only an approximation which is illusory in this case.
Besides, the coordinates of the ground controls are not generally known 
closer than to about 0.1 metre; further, this requires the establishment of 
their position by perfect triangulation and by accurate calculation, using a 
sufficiently conformal system of projection. In taking into consideration, among 
other things, the graphical errors of transfer on the transformation diagram, 
the small errors in establishing the coincidence of the images and the controls, 
and finally the errors made in calculating the inverse corrections for altitude 
from the approximate position Sa, we must allow for an error of 0.2 metre 
in the mean approximation of the points N.
To simplify the problem, let us suppose that the four controls M  of the 
negative form a suqare of 160 %, on each side, centred in a plate of 18 X 24 %  
The angles observed defined by the sides of the square (leaving the dia­
gonals out of consideration) are given, for / =  0.5 metre, by :
tan - j -  S  «  nearly,
from which we infer 5 =  i8°25’ about.
5  1 i mm /
The error at the base of the angle being db =  —  — / 2,
the correlative error of the angle 5 is given by :
d 5, sin 1 ”  \ J ~2
, S 2 x 20 x 500 2 cos2 —  ^
2
We find dSx =  28” about.
But we should not neglect the error on the focal length: taking into 
consideration the distortion of objectives of 0.5 m., the value of / is not 
actually known except to within about o.2mm.
The calculation of the angle S  by the equation
S 500 .
cotan ----- =  4 — gives :
2 80
d S 2 sin 1 ”  _  0,2 _  1
. , 5 80 4002 stn2 ------  ^
2
from which dS2 =  26” about.
As for the calculated angle S ’, by taking the average conditions of a 
negative approximately horizontal in view to a restitution of 1/2000 :
A =  2400 m.
/ =  0.5 metre
controls spaced about 800 metres apart 
S N  =  2,500 m. about.
We find : —
tan -----S ’ =_  400
2 2500
d S3 sin 1 ”  _  0,20 \J~2^
2x2500
2
and dS3 =  23”  about.
By grouping these three possible errors—which represent rather the most 
favourable balanced conditions—the differences dS — S  — S ’ cannot be calcu­
lated with an average approximation closer than 26” y /3”, or say, about 45” . 
Otherwise stated, the measuring apparatus consisting of the system of plate 
and objective may practically be likened to an ordinary tacheometer which gives 
the angles to about the sexagesimal minute.
With respect to the arc of the circumscribed circle, its differential depar-
, , . 2500x2500x45 sin 1 ”ture for ¿ 5 —45 , is : p =  — ------- -------—---------=  1.7m.
800
A simple geometrical construction shows that with the negative inclined 
between o° and 30°, the error in the plane varies 
from : MQX =  3.9 m. 
to M25b =  10.1 m.
Similarly, the error in altitude varies 
from M P  =  0.7 m.
to M 2P 2 =  5.0 m. (See Figure 11)
Comparing these results with the approximations obtained when using the 
automatic transformation apparatus (See Section II) in the course of numerous 
operations, i.e. :—
from 3 to 7 metres for the position of the point V,
2 to 3 m. for the altitude A, 
we see that the calculation does not materially improve the approximation to the 
position. T h is  c a lc u la tio n  is  t h e r e f o r e  u n n e c e s s a r y  fr o m  a  p r a c t ic a l  
s t a n d p o in t  and under the present conditions of manufacture of the plates and 
objectives, the R o u ssilh e  apparatus completely and rapidly solves the 3 point 
problem in space, with the greatest possible accuracy.
Second case. Let us suppose now (a solution not yet realized on which 
the constructors might work to advantage) that the photographic plates might 
be so tenuously made that one might measure to within i/iooth of a milli­
metre with a calibrated comparator.
Let us suppose also that the objectives used have been specially studied 
and constructed in such a manner that we may determine focal lengths to
within about 0.05 %  that and the restitution controls are correct and brought 
into coincidence to Withm 0.1 m. (about) (then workmg to the normal scale 
of 1/1000) ; the difference 5 dS may then be calculated to within about 14” 
(m place of 4 5 ” ).
In such case, the negative-objective comparator-system will be the same as 
a repeating theodolite of the average type (with a mean error of 20” ) with 
regard to precision. Under these ideal conditions, the differential departure 
of the arcs of the circumscribed circle will be reduced to about 0.53 m., and 
the approximation of the results will be tripled, at least.
We may then make the following estimates of the possible limits of 
accuracy :
from 1.3 to 3.4 m. for the position of point V 
0.2 to 1.7 m. for the altitude A
Finally, the restitution apparatus, with the diagrams and the altitude 
colums, operates like a protractor with n arms or, more exactly, like a 
station pointer (stigmograph).
Its employment, following the method of successive approximations which 
has been studied and standardized in all its details, permits the determinations 
of the coordinates of a station in space in less than 2 hours and of obtaining 
at the same time a correct transformation of the negative used.
The approximation to the position of the point of resection thus obtained 
is nearly as close as that obtained by calculation.
It is nearly a third of that which might be obtained by calculating the 
bearings in space once we have available photographic plates which permit 
readings to i/iooth of a millimetre and special objectives rigorously corrected
— a condition which is far from the case at present.
The method of automatic transformation of large-scale aerial photographs
— a method which I have already applied during the past ten years in the 
revision of 200 land-surveying charts —  is susceptible moreover to fertile appli­
cations outside of the realm of topography.
In particular, it permits of the rapid and accurate setting of the nega­
tives in the apparatus for accurate aerial stereo-topometry, now under consi­
deration. For the rest, with the aid of radio installations of a type which 
may readily be conceived, it may be constituted into a powerful means of 
controlling aeronautical performances and the study of navigational instru­
ments and flight apparatus.
Paris, the 26th of November 1928.
N ote. The transformation apparatus of the Roussilhe type is now 
manufactured by the Société Cinéma-Tirage I,. Maurice, 66, rue Saint-Denis, 
at Gennevilliers (Seine-France). The price of the large type (restitution scale 1/1000 
to 1/15000) with 2 objectives of 0.3 and 0.5 m. is 35,000 francs, with all 
accessories.
A small model (1/5000 to 1/10000) is now under construction — approxi­
mate price 20,000 francs : with two objectives of 0.18 and 0.3 m.
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T a b l e  VII. —  Ca l c u l a t io n  o f  t h e  c o o r d in a t e s  o f  t h e  c h a r a c t e r is t ic
POINTS OF THE SEGMENTS CONTAINING ANGLES
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